09/25/2023
CLASS Curriculum
Meeting Minutes

Present: Inés Thiebaut, Linda Ivey, Monique Manopoulos, Maria Ortuoste, Shubha Kashinath, Mary Kendall
Absent: John Bunce
Guests: Sarah Taylor, Chair, SW; Michael Lee, Chair, AGES (for GLST); Jennifer Zenovich (for COMM); Dennis Chester, Chair, ENGL; Michael Henninger Acting Chair, Art

Called to order at 12:05pm

I. Dean’s Report
A1, A2, A3 recertification has brought a lot of turmoil. Linda is in open communication with the departments that have issues/concerns.

II. Chair’s Report
Just getting started again, we will be using the spreadsheet as we did last year. Let me know if you have any issues with flow, after our guests leave.

III. Proposals reviewed:

1. ART - 230 - Graphic Arts
2. ART - 241 - 4D Project Development and Preproduction
3. ART - 243 - Video I
4. ART - 244 - Animation I
5. ART - 245 - Motion Graphics I
6. ART - 246 - 3D Modeling and Animation I
7. ART - 346 - 3D Modeling and Animation II
8. ART - 491 - BFA Critique
   Motion to approve as is: Ines
   Second motion: Maria
   Vote: Unanimous

9. ART - 493F - Video Animation Senior Project
10. ENVT 320 – Environmental Resource Analysis
    Motion to roll back and approve: Ines
    Second motion: Maria
    Vote: Unanimous

11. HDEV - 400 - Futures and Careers for Human Development Majors (Non GEOC)
12. HDEV - 499W - Senior Research Seminar (Non GEOC)
13. PHIL - 300 - Philosophy and Religious Studies Seminar (Non GEOC)
    Motion to approve as is: Ines
    Second motion: Maria
    Vote: Unanimous
III. Proposals reviewed continued:

14. ENVT - 330 - Environment, Sustainability, and Social Justice (GEOC)
15. ENVT - 447 - Energy, Climate and Society (GEOC)
   Motion to approve w/edits: Monique Manopoulos
   Second motion: Maria
   Vote: Unanimous

16. GEOG - 110 - Physical Geography: Earth Processes and Outcomes (GEOC)
17. GEOG - 300 - Sustainable Resource Management (GEOC)
18. GEOG - 445 - Water and Watershed Resources (GEOC)
19. GEOG - 455 - Sustainable Food Systems (GEOC)
20. GEOG - 465 - Sustainable Communities and Development (GEOC)
   Motion to approve as is: Ines
   Second motion: Maria
   Vote: Unanimous

21. MLL - 440 - Latin American Pop Culture: Narratives & Films
22. MLL - 449 - Food Cultures in the Latinx Communities
   Motion to approve as is: Monique
   Second motion: Maria
   Vote: Unanimous

23. Bachelor of Social Work
   Motion to approve as is: Ines
   Second motion: Shubha
   Vote: Unanimous

24. Criminal Justice Minor (Revision)
   Motion to approve as is: Ines
   Second motion: Monique
   Vote: Unanimous

25. CRJ - 801 - Introduction to Crime Scene Investigations
26. CRJ - 802 - Crime Scene Management
27. CRJ - 803 - Foundations of Forensic Science
28. CRJ - 804 - Ethics in Investigations
29. CRJ - 805 - Forensic Photography
30. CRJ - 806 - Death Investigations
31. CRJ - 807 - Crimes Against Persons Investigations
32. CRJ - 808 - Documentation, Report Writing, and Testimony
33. CRJ - 809 - Capstone Project
   Motion to approve as is: Ines
   Second motion: Maria
   Vote: Unanimous
III. Proposals reviewed continued:

34. MLL - 225 - Transcultural Franco-Phone Cinema
   Motion to approve as is: Shubha
   Second motion: Ines
   Vote: Unanimous

35. MLL - 334 - Deaf View Image Art (De'VIA) and Deaf Artists
   Motion to approve as is: Shubha
   Second motion: Ines
   Vote: Unanimous

36. MLL - 372 - Korean Folktale and Culture
   Motion to Reject: Ines
   Second: Shubha
   Vote: Unanimous

37. MLL - 432 - Sociolinguistics of Black American Sign Language
   Motion to roll back and approve: Ines
   Second motion: Shubha
   Vote: Unanimous

38. PHIL - 102E - Writing Effective Arguments Workshop NEW (Non GEOC)
   Approval pending the approval of PHIL 102 (next meeting)

39. PHIL 341 Abrahamic Religions: Judaism, Christianity, and Islam
40. PHIL 361 "Know Thyself": The Birth of Philosophy
41. PHIL 362 "I Think Therefore I Am": Rationalism, Irrationalism, and Beyond
   Motion to approve: Ines
   Second motion: Shubha
   Vote: Unanimous

42. PHIL - 313 - Philosophy of Business and Professional Ethics
43. PHIL - 332 - Philosophy of Social Science
44. PHIL - 337 - Science and Religion
45. PHIL - 338 - Atheism, Agnosticism, and Theism
46. PHIL - 378 – Evil
47. GEOG - 336 - Asian Americans: Multiculturalism and Spatial Disparity
   Motion to approve BANKING these proposals: Ines
   Second motion: Shubha
   Vote: Unanimous

48. ENGL - 200 - College Writing II (GEOC) MOVE to next meeting
49. PHIL - 100 - Workshop in Critical Thinking (GEOC) MOVE to next meeting
III. Proposals reviewed continued:

50. COMM - 100 - Public Speaking (GEOC)
   Motion to approve: Ines
   Second motion: Maria
   Vote: Unanimous

IIIIV. Proposals not reviewed due to time and moved to next agenda:

1. PHIL - 310 – Ethics (GEOC) – Course Revision
2. SOC - 301W - Writing and Analysis in the Social Sciences (GEOC) – Course Revision
3. SOC - 423 - Social Movements and Social Change (GEOC) – Course Revision
4. ANTH - 330 - Political Ecology (GEOC)
5. GLST - 102 - Global Issues (GEOC)
6. WOST - 301 - Women and Work (GEOC)

Meeting adjourned 1:29pm

Minutes submitted by Mary Kendall